Capital Thinking
In this edition we discuss the findings of our research into the recent
working capital performance of over 4,000 UK headquartered
companies with a view to understanding the role of size and sector in
determining what good performance looks like.
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Cash is the lifeblood of any company and the cheapest form of finance available comes through improvements
in working capital. However, as our research reveals UK companies are struggling to access this cash flow
with an estimated £90 billion of excess cash tied up in working capital. In Capital Thinking 4, we examined the
role of Asset-Based Lending (ABL) in providing a potential solution to companies’ working capital woes. In
this edition we take a closer look at some of the factors that influence working capital performance, including
company size and sector. Regardless of these factors, our study into recent working capital trends in the UK
reveals that for those companies with a strong organisational cash mindset, the benefits can be highly lucrative.

In recent years, working capital has graduated from a purely
economic argument to a broad-based political debate
Working capital is the cheapest form of
finance available for growth…
If the last recession taught businesses
anything, it is that the value of cash in
the bank cannot be underestimated.
The phrase “Cash is King”, for so long
the mantra of those within the working
capital industry, became the battle cry for
CFOs and Finance Directors across the
world. It is therefore unsurprising that,

as the UK economy continues to battle
back from the worst recession since the
1920s, there is still a lingering note of
caution. For many companies the focus
is now on self-generated finance, rather
than raising finance externally, in order to
support growth. Since the cash tied up in
working capital represents the cheapest
form of finance available to a company,
it is unsurprising to see it as a board-level
strategic priority for companies of all sizes.

… but poor payment practices mean it is
now increasingly a political issue…
Cash is the lifeblood of business: get it
right and survive, get it wrong and risk
failure. The government recognises this
and working capital has never been a more
political issue. According to a National
Audit Office (NAO) report published
in January, the government believes a
culture of late payment is preventing

Some highlights from our research:
From our research we have identified that:
1 Working capital is the cheapest form of finance available. Despite this our research indicates that there is still over
£90 billion of excess working capital tied up across the 4,000 companies in our research. That equates to a staggering
£21.5 million per company!
2 Size matters when it comes to working capital => for every £1 million of turnover, the average large company requires
£38,000 of cash to fund working capital, for the average small company this figure nearly doubles to £73,000
3 Private Equity backed businesses represent ‘the gold standard’ in working capital management, materially outperforming
the all-company average
4 What good looks like depends on your sector so benchmark yourself to get a sense of the prize on offer (there is a how-to guide
in Capital Thinking)
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National Audit Office, Paying Government suppliers on time, 8 January 2015
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UK businesses, especially SMEs, from
investing in growth and fully contributing
to economic recovery. Late payment is a
major factor in one in five UK corporate
insolvencies according to the NAO report
and the government is taking steps to
stamp it out.
The UK Prompt Payment Code (PPC)
is a step in the right direction; an attempt
at driving a form of self-regulation of
payment practices across British business.
Signatories to the code agree to abide by
the payment principles set out in the PPC.
However, with just over 1,700 signatories
the indications are that there is still a lot of
work to do in convincing UK businesses
of its importance.
In certain sectors, the government has
deemed it necessary to go a stage further.
One sector that is particularly under the
spotlight at present is Food and Beverage
following the introduction of the new
role of Groceries Code Adjudicator
(GCA). Commentators are watching
keenly to see how the extension of the
GCA’s powers will impact payment
practices across the sector.

…for those companies prepared to tackle
organisational and structural challenges,
long-term, sustainable benefits are
achievable
One of the most beneficial developments
in working capital management as a
result of the increased focus during the
recession has come in the form of an
increase in innovation.
The increased range of ABL products
and suppliers, the subject of Capital
Thinking 4, has added to the toolkit
available to sustainably deal with working
capital challenges. In particular Supply
Chain Financing, whereby the supplier is
able to draw down cash early but the cost
of finance leverages the customer’s credit
rating, is becoming increasingly prevalent.
In addition to financing solutions,
companies should also be examining their
end-to-end working capital processes,
ensuring that cash flow is an organisationwide focus and not simply the domain of
finance and treasury. The move away from
tactical to structural improvement has led
to much greater instances of best practices
across Shared Service Centres and Supply

Grant Thornton’s take:
It is against this backdrop that
Grant Thornton has undertaken
research into recent trends in working
capital performance of over 4,000 UK
headquartered businesses.
We have examined the question of
“Does size matter?” in relation to
working capital, by examining the
difference between large, medium and
small business.
In addition our research looks at
the role of the sector in considering
‘What does good look like?’ whilst also
offering some views on some of the
practices and approaches adopted
by leading organisations in the field of
working capital.

Methodology page 15
Chain Collaboration. For companies
willing to invest in these types of projects,
there are material and, most importantly,
sustainable working capital improvements
to be achieved.

So do you have the potential to do better?
Proper assessment of potential improvement is an involved exercise. However, using the quick benchmarking assessment
below can give you an initial feel for the ‘Size of the Prize’
STEP 1 - Calculate your metrics
Days Sales Outstanding (DSO):
(Trade Receivables + Prepayments &
Accrued Income) / Sales x 365
Days Payables Outstanding (DPO):
(Trade Payables + Accruals &
Deferred Income) / Sales x 365
Days Inventory Outstanding (DIO):
Inventory / Sales x 365
Cash to Cash (C2C):
DSO + DIO - DPO
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STEP 2 - Compare the gap to peers
Compare each of your metrics to the
average for your sector (see the data
tables in the Appendix)
For example: Mining Company ‘A’
with a turnover of £270 million:
Company A DSO:

45.4 days

Sector average DSO:

32.9 days

DSO opportunity

12.5 days

If comparison to the sector is too
generalist, please contact our Working
Capital Advisory specialists who
would be happy to discuss benchmarks
for a more comparable peer group.

STEP 3 - Assess the opportunity
Calculate the value of each day of sales
and multiply it by the opportunity
in days to arrive at a working capital
improvement opportunity
So for our Mining example:
DSO opportunity:
12.5 days x
Value of each day (270/365)
DSO opportunity

£740k
£9.5m

This assessment can provide an initial
‘outside-in’ assessment of where your
company sits versus its peer group and
may indicate areas where improvement
can be achieved.
See appendix pages 16 and 17.

Results at a glance
Despite improvements, there is still over £90 billion of excess cash
tied up in working capital across the companies in the research
with most companies having the opportunity to do better
Grant Thornton’s take:

Some notable statistics
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It reflects a renewed rigour and focus on
working capital management, following two
years of deteriorating trends – interestingly
coinciding with the timing of the UK
emerging from recession.
Perhaps a lapse in the rigour and disciplines
of the recessionary years was to blame but
it is clear that CFOs of companies across
our research have rediscovered their
passion for cash.
Despite this improvement, there
is still alot more to aim for. For
the companies in our study alone,
those underperforming the C2C
benchmark for their sector account
for over £90 billion of excess working
capital. Extrapolating the results out
to cover the rest of the UK economy
indicates that the total value of excess
working capital is likely to be in the
region of £125 billion.

Recent historical development in C2C days

25.0

With over 4,000 companies in our research,
the fact that C2C reduced by 1.2 days in
2013/14 is extremely significant.

2013/2014

The question is how to access it? Reactive
or tactical plans have the benefit of
delivering instant impact. However, our view
is that those companies that are willing to
examine structural changes in the way they
manage cash will be the ones who deliver
long-term sustainable benefits.

In 2013/14, companies included in the survey delivered annual turnover of
c.£3.4 trillion, meaning that every single day of C2C is worth a staggering
£9.2 billion! As a result, the 1.2 days improvement in C2C in 2013/14 is
equivalent to a release of £11 billion that would otherwise have been tied up
in trade working capital, which can be used to invest, repay debt or return
to shareholders.
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Interpreting the trends
The improvement in 2013/14 bucks a two-year trend of
increasing C2C as the UK emerged from recession. So what
does that tell us about current attitudes to cash and what can
we expect in 2014/15 and beyond?
Has cash become less important as the UK
economy has emerged from recession?
It is extremely interesting to note that the
C2C performance of companies in our
research deteriorated in the two years
immediately following 2010/11.
The significance of 2011 is that it
was in the second half of that year that
the UK began to register GDP growth,
emerging from the deepest recession since
the 1920s. The lessons of the downturn
were still extremely fresh in the minds of
most CFOs and the focus on cash and
working capital had never been greater.
Yet as growth returned to the UK,
C2C performance deteriorated. Perhaps
this was the result of companies releasing
the shackles and investing in broadening
their product portfolio, expanding
overseas operations or even trading
earlier settlement of supplier invoices for
discounts that drive margin enhancement
– particularly attractive for cash-rich
companies in a low interest environment.
In answer to the question it is unlikely
that cash has become less important.
However, whereas during the recession
the emphasis was on cash for survival,
the focus now is on cash for growth
as the cheapest form of finance for
investment and expansion. Hopefully
this brings with it a move away from
short-term, tactical cash initiatives (such
as withholding supplier payments) to
longer-term, sustainable improvements.
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Does the improvement in 2013/14 C2C
performance represent a reduction in
confidence in the economic outlook?

What are the developments that are likely
to influence working capital trends over
the coming 2 – 3 years?

It is difficult to reconcile the 2013/14
improvement with a lack of confidence
in the economic outlook. Indeed the
latest ICAEW / Grant Thornton
Business Confidence Monitor shows
that at Q4 2013 and Q1 2014, the most
relevant data points for our research,
business confidence was actually at an
eight year high, dating back to when our
tracking started.
The prominent political and
economic questions at that time
(the Scottish referendum, a general
election within 18 months, concerns
relating to the lack of recovery across
the Eurozone, potential timing of
interest rate rises etc) will all have
had some bearing on the approach
companies have taken to managing
cash flow. However, on their
own they will not have driven the
improvement.
A more likely driver is the fact that
after two years of increasing working
capital requirements, companies have
sought to tighten controls over cash.
As we have seen the rate of working
capital growth outstripped sales for
the first two years post-recession. In
response companies are once again
instilling a sense of discipline around
working capital performance.

In the introduction we talked about the
increase in innovative ways in which
companies are using external finance and
new internal structures to better optimise
working capital. We expect to see further
developments with a broader range of
solutions tailored to suit the structural
challenges presented by a company’s size,
sector and geographical mix of business.
Taking the financing options first,
with a much greater supply of ABL
and with varying appetite for risk, we
see even greater levels of penetration of
ABL in the UK economy. Supply Chain
Financing as an example whilst now
recognised by most CFOs, is still being
used by relatively few although this is
likely to change as it ceases to become the
preserve of the largest corporates.
In terms of internal approaches
to working capital improvement,
improved accessibility to tools in the
form of better ERP modules, enhanced
reporting options and process workflow
management software will all make it
easier to drive improvements. However,
without continued focus on creating and
embedding organisational cash focus,
the opportunities offered by improved
systems will be missed. Therein lies
the challenge for the companies in our
research, which looks at the working
capital trends of UK companies with
a turnover of £75 million and over,
excluding financial services.

Digging deeper
A mixture of tactical and sustainable actions are seen to
be driving some of the trends but it is clear that further,
material improvements are achievable
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The consistent improvement in DSO
reflects an increased focus on best practice
processes and approaches to managing
collections

A mixture of tactical and sustainable
actions sits behind the notable
improvement in DIO performance in
2013/14

DPO has reduced significantly over the
period, partly in response to political
pressure on terms but also as a result of
process inefficiencies

Over the period analysed, there has
been a 1.6 day reduction in DSO, with a
particular acceleration in improvement
over the last two years. This is
commendable given the pressure on
payment terms exerted by customers.
Canvassing opinion amongst CFOs
reveals that more and more companies are
taking the time to focus on dealing with
challenges that have historically impeded
collections performance.
Many cited the decision to employ
dedicated credit controllers, with
segmented dunning strategies based
on customer materiality and payment
history. Others have sought to address
the structural question of decentralised,
centralised or outsourced teams, whilst
some have sought to align organisationwide behaviours by placing greater
emphasis on cash alongside profitability
metrics as part of incentive structures.
Whatever the approach, it is clear that
companies across all sectors and sizes are
realising material cash flow improvements
through improved focus on their Orderto-Cash cycle.

DIO performance remained relatively
static across the first three years of our
research, but reduced by 1.2 days during
the last year. Views on the drivers and
sustainability of this improvement differ.
On the one hand there are those
companies who have implemented
lean methodologies, focused on supply
chain collaboration to drive better Sales
and Operations Planning (S&OP) and
optimised the use of ERP systems to
improve target stock calculations, in turn
driving more efficient re-order decisions.
On the other are those who have run
down stocks with little attention to detail
in a bid to massage short-term cash flows.
The results of such attempts are typically
a reduction in the quality of customer
service, which will in the long-term erode
relationships and significantly damage the
business.
Whatever the truth behind the
improvement (and it is almost certainly a
combination of both), there are a number
of companies who could achieve material
improvements in operating cash flow
by taking the time to fully examine the
efficiency of their Forecast-to-Fulfil cycle.

Perhaps the most surprising trend has
been the continued and steady decrease in
DPO, reducing by 2.6 days over the four
years covered in the survey.
So is the government’s message getting
through? Undoubtedly it has played
a part. Payment terms have become a
political issue and the press have been
quick to jump on any perceived instances
of poor practice, particularly on the part of
large companies.
However, our work indicates that this
is not the only reason. We still observe
significant internal process and control
inefficiencies when it comes to managing
Accounts Payable.
A lack of consistent and clear payment
policies often results in companies making
early payments – a cardinal sin of working
capital management! What we also find is
that suppliers value the predictability of a
clear and well communicated policy as it
allows them to forecast and manage their
own cash flows more efficiently.
So whilst we applaud the work of
the government in this area, we also
recommend companies pay close
attention to the effectiveness of their
Procure-to-Pay cycle.
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Does size matter?
For every £1 million of turnover growth, the average large
company requires £38,000 of working capital funding,
whereas for small companies this rises to £73,000
Grant Thornton’s take:

What we learned?

45%

7%

The working capital requirements of
large companies were 45% lower than
the average for medium and small sized
businesses, which would seem to indicate
a clear distinction in performance

However, it is actually the mediumsized companies who have delivered
the largest overall reduction in C2C
(1.8 days) over the four year period,
equating to a total cash release of
some £2.3 billion over the period

Bridging the C2C gap from small to large companies

Small to
medium

4.9 days

Medium
to large

7.5 days

0

5

10

15

Analysing the relative performance of small and medium sized companies
highlights a clear disparity in DSO, whilst other metrics are broadly consistent.
Of the 7.5 days gap between large and medium companies’ C2C performance,
5.0 days is attributable to DPO, illustrating larger companies ability to leverage
their size to drive more favourable payment terms with suppliers.
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It is probably unsurprising to see that large
companies generally perform better in
relation to working capital management than
medium and small sized companies.
With the additional leverage that larger
companies can exert in their relationships
with customers and suppliers and the
additional investment in people and systems
to support internal processes, a level of
advantage is to be expected.
What is surprising is the scale of the
differential, with the average small company
holding almost double the level of trade
working capital per £1 of turnover. Average
net working capital as a % of annual turnover
for large companies is 3.8%, in contrast to
7.3% for small companies.
The implication of this is that for every
£1 million of revenue growth achieved,
a large corporate only needs to find
£38,000 cash to fund its working
capital, whereas a small company must
find £73,000. As such it is vital for
all companies that they optimise the
efficiency of working capital to avoid a
situation where it becomes a barrier to
growth.

The average large company C2C cycle was just 14.2 days in
2013/14, compared to 21.7 days for medium and 26.6 days
for small companies
Development of C2C days by company size
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Small

Large companies benefit from materially
lower working capital requirements and
continue to deliver steady improvements
Analysing the data for large companies
(turnover > £1 billion) reveals a stable and
slightly improving C2C performance
over the period analysed, reducing from
15.3 days to 14.2 days per the most recent
statutory accounts.
There are a couple of key factors at
play here. Firstly, larger companies tend
to be able to exercise greater leverage in
the relationships with their customers
and suppliers. As a result they can
negotiate more favourable commercial
terms. This extends to areas such as
Supply Chain Financing where large
corporates can use their credit rating to
improve the payment terms they can
achieve from suppliers in a cost-effective,
administratively-efficient manner.

Secondly, large companies typically
have significant resources available
to them to manage working capital.
Many of the corporates in this group
will have been through recent major
transformation programmes to
implement new ERP systems, re-design
internal processes and train their people
in working capital best practices.
However, large corporates should
not see these benefits as their right. As
with recent press coverage, those large
corporates who take short-term, tactical
approaches to managing working capital
can often find their name in lights for the
wrong reasons.
Increased professionalism of medium-sized
businesses is at the heart of the cash release
achieved in the last four years
For medium size companies (with revenues
of £250 million - £1 billion) the metrics

show a highly significant 1.8 days reduction
over the four year period.
As the bridge chart on the opposite page
reveals, medium-sized companies still lack
the leverage of large companies in being
able to negotiate better terms with suppliers
and therefore still lag behind on DPO.
However, relative to smaller companies
they perform significantly better in terms
of DSO. This is largely the result of greater
professionalism in terms of approaches to
Accounts Receivable, with dedicated credit
controllers and standardised, consistent
dunning processes.
Small companies require the highest levels of
working capital relative to turnover, despite
a notable 1.1 day improvement in 2013/14
Smaller companies (with revenues of
£75 million - £250 million) have shown a
slight deterioration in working capital over
the survey period, although their C2C
ratio has improved in the last year after
reaching a peak of 27.7 days in FY 12/13.
Of course, part of the driver for these
higher working capital requirements are
the reverse of those factors noted for larger
corporates. There is also some evidence
to suggest a concentration of smaller
companies sit in sectors with higher
‘natural’ working capital requirements.
However, small companies should not
feel powerless. On the contrary, our data
reveals that of the 2,771 small companies
in our research, 50% were actually able
to achieve an average working capital
improvement over the four year period.
Interestingly of this sub-group, 77% also
achieved increases in turnover suggesting
that growth companies are clearly focused
on effective working capital management.
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So what does good look like?
Whilst the average C2C in 2013/14 was comparable
to 2010/11, analysis by sector reveals some significant
improvements and deterioration in performance
Grant Thornton’s take:

∆ in C2C days by sector:
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What good looks like will be heavily
influenced by sector. As shown in the graphic
opposite and as explained in the narrative
that follows, certain sectors have inherently
lower working capital requirements.
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£2.5bn

CASH RELEASE
ACHIEVED IN
CONSTRUCTION

0.1 days
TECHNOLOGY, MEDIA
AND TELECOMS
HAS THE SHORTEST
AVERAGE C2C CYCLE
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Benchmarking against the average
performance for your sector, or a more
focused peer group within it, can give you an
indication of whether there are any obvious
areas of weakness.
When analysing the data by sector, it
reveals a wide spread of performance.
Regardless of sector, there is common
ground in those companies and
organisations that appear in the upper
quartile for their sector year-in-year-out.
That is that these companies ensure an
organisation-wide understanding of the
importance of cash, often with suitably
aligned measures and bonus structures
to reward strong cash flows.

Sector trends
In this section we take a look at the winners and losers from
a sector perspective and consider some of the drivers and
underlying changes in working capital performance
Mining

Industrial Products

Construction
Construction was the big winner over
the four years reducing average C2C
by 8.6 days.
However, some interesting trends
emerge when looking at performance
by size. Across construction large and
small players perform equally well, with
average net working capital equating to
c.5-6% of turnover.
However, within the medium sized
tier, those companies with turnover
of £500 million - £1 billion held much
higher levels of working capital, averaging
11% in 2013/14.
So with the well publicised pressure
to ensure the financial health of the
smaller sub-contractors and the
leverage of the large players, is there
a case that the ‘squeezed middle’ is
bearing the brunt of the successes
achieved elsewhere in the sector?

Industrial Products has delivered steady
year-on-year improvements in C2C
performance, reducing by 2.2 days over
the period, equating to a cash release of
c.£2.5 billion.
Increasingly sophisticated lean
processes coupled with a renewed
focus on driving effective supply chain
management have been at the heart of
a DIO reduction of 2.1 days. Whilst
increased and more efficient use of shared
services to manage credit control has seen
DSO fall by a further 2.3 days.
However, it is not all good news.
Industrial Products companies have
seen a squeeze on payments with DPO
reducing by 2.2 days. Whilst partly the
reverse of the DSO trend (as many of
them will trade with each other), it would
indicate some potential for further future
improvements.

For the Mining sector, production levels
and global demand can have significant
year-on-year impact on the valuation
of inventory, as well as receivables and
payables. Equally mining companies are
largely international and are therefore also
potentially exposed to year-end changes
in foreign exchange rates in valuing
international balances.
This year-on-year volatility is evident
in the metrics. Despite showing an
improvement versus the C2C in 2010/11,
the trend has been one of increasing
working capital requirements in recent
years.
Despite this there is evidence of an
underlying, sustained improvement
in DSO and DPO with a number of
companies reporting steady year-onyear improvements, whilst DIO remains
subject to volatility.

Year-on-year C2C stats Construction

Year-on-year C2C stats Industrial Products

Year-on-year C2C stats Mining
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For CFOs and FDs,
understanding what good
looks like will always require
an understanding of the
benchmarks for the sector in
question.
We have grouped the
companies in our research into
one of ten sectors and in the
section which follows (and the
data tables in the appendix –
pages 16 and 17), we set out
recent trends in performance
broken down into DSO, DIO
and DPO.
Clearly the more comparable
and specific the peer group, the
better the comparison – our
Working Capital Advisory
team can provide help in
customising and tailoring
benchmarks to provide a more
tailored perspective on current
performance.

TMT as a sector has the lowest working
capital requirements of any sector
included in our research.
Across each of the three segments
within it there is a large element of
advanced billing (ahead of the delivery
of services) that supports higher DPO
balances and accelerated cash flows. As a
result of these billing patterns, unbilled
WIP is generally low as are inventory
holdings resulting in average DIO of
around 10 – 11 days.
Despite this in the last two years,
the TMT sector has seen C2C rise
by an average of 2.3 days, meaning
companies have had to find an additional
£1.7 billion additional working capital
funding. Interestingly this has been
driven in part by an increase in DSO
to 67.9 days, which is the worst
collections performance of any of the
ten sectors. Despite the challenges faced
in driving timely cash collection in this
sector, the performance of the upper
quartile companies demonstrate that
improvements are clearly achievable.

In the CP sector, working capital
performance deteriorated through the
first two years, increasing by 2.2 days
before an improvement in the most recent
year resulted in a C2C of 23.5 days as
improvements in DSO have struggled to
keep pace with reducing DPO.
The leverage of the major CP
manufacturers and service providers
(including retailers) allows them to
operate with an average C2C of just
4.0 days, increasing to 27.2 days for
small companies.
Those CP companies delivering
steady year-on-year improvements have
typically been focusing on improved
S&OP processes through enhanced
collaboration and data sharing across the
supply chain, driving cost efficiencies and
improved stock management.

Year-on-year C2C stats Technology, Media & Telecoms (TMT)

Year-on-year C2C stats Consumer Products (CP) & Services
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Consumer Products
(CP) & Services

Technology, Media
& Telecoms (TMT)
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Public Sector,
Health & Education

Business Services

Pharmaceuticals
The Pharmaceuticals sector has delivered
relatively stable C2C performance over
the period, with the exception of 2012/13
when it increased to over 50 days.
However, this conceals a significant
deterioration on the part of large
companies, where there has been an
increase in DIO from 29.0 days in
2010/11 to 40.9 days in 2013/14. Against
a backdrop of falling annual turnover
across this group over the period,
inventory levels have not adjusted
accordingly.
Across the six companies included in
the large pharmaceutical category, the
result has been an additional injection of
working capital of £1.5 billion to fund
this inventory. Even just within this small
group, there is a significant gap between
the best performers and the rest.

Working capital performance across
business services is heavily dependent
on the nature of business, including
everything from professional services
through to facilities management.
Even within a sub-sector like
facilities management, there can be
dramatic differences in working capital
performance between hard and soft
services, with the former typically having
higher levels of WIP, longer billing
timelines and higher invoice dispute rates
impacting collections.
A consistent theme of those companies
and firms with upper quartile C2C
performance within their sub-sector is
attention to detail. Moves to address
quality of master customer data alongside
a review of internal processes and controls
over billing timeliness and accuracy
can yield some startling results in an
accelerated timeframe. However, as the
metrics indicate, companies in this sector
are finding it challenging to manage.

Across Public Sector, Health and
Education, recent improvements in
DSO (3.2 days) and DIO (1.6 days) have
been more than offset by a significant
reduction in DPO (6.4 days).
As a combined sector it has
experienced significant revenue growth,
averaging 7-8% for companies and
organisations in our research, backed
up by strong cash flows, driven by
significant levels of advanced billing on
long-term contracts.
Whilst strong cash flows across the
sector remain the norm, (only TMT
has a lower overall C2C in 2013/14) the
research suggests that companies across
all size ranges are struggling to maintain
advanced billing levels in line with sales
growth, a trend that we would expect to
see continue in the years to come.

Year-on-year C2C stats Pbarmaceuticals

Year-on-year C2C stats Business Services

Year-on-year C2C stats Public Sector, Health & Education
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We have grouped the
companies in our research into
one of ten sectors and in the
section which follows (and the
data tables in the Appendix),
we set out recent trends in
performance broken down into
DSO, DIO and DPO.
Clearly the more comparable
and specific the peer group, the
better the comparison – our
Working Capital Advisory
team can provide help in
customising and tailoring
benchmarks to provide a more
tailored perspective on current
performance.

Utilities

Oil & Gas
Oil and gas C2C has increased by 6.1
days with some small gains in DIO,
more than offset by increases in both
DSO and DPO.
The extent to which macro-economic
factors such as oil prices and fx rates
impact these movements is difficult to
assess on account of the hedging and
forward purchase strategies employed.
Since the 2013/14 year-end, the
dramatic crash in oil prices (at the end of
2014 West Texas Intermediate (WTI) was
$54/barrel and Brent Crude $56/barrel),
has driven significant scaling back of costs
and capex.
The ability to implement robust
controls over cash flow and sensible
working capital management will be
critical to survival in what looks like
being a prolonged period of deflated
oil prices.

For utilities companies of all sizes,
improvements in DSO and DIO
have been more than off-set by the
deterioration in DPO, which has
decreased year-on-year.
Like for many telecommunications
companies the challenge for utilities
providers has been in maintaining
historical levels of advanced billing in
line with sales. With increased price
transparency driven by comparison
websites has come a wider range of tariffs
and pricing structures, some of which
reduce the levels of deferred income
achieved – thereby reducing overall DPO.
As with other sectors, for electricity
and gas suppliers, the timing of price
movements driven by global commodity
prices, in particular oil, and the extent of
forward hedging can all have an impact
on working capital metrics.

Year-on-year C2C stats Oil & Gas

Year-on-year C2C stats Utilities
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Further insights
Private Equity backed businesses represent the ‘gold
standard’ in working capital management, materially
outperforming the all-company average
Insights from our research
Private Equity represents the ‘gold standard’

63%

We have identified a sample of over 100
Private Equity backed companies in our data,
across the full range of sectors, for which
the average levels of net working capital are
63% lower than our total company average.
Disspelling the myth that revenue growth
will impact working capital

77%

There is often a misplaced fear on the part
of wider operations and commercial teams
that efforts to reduce working capital will
impact sales. It is based on the assumption
that effort to control payment terms or
rationalise inventory levels could be seen as
a deterioration in customer service.

Grant Thornton’s take:
Private Equity firms are typically very
focused on cash generation, and
optimising levels of working capital. This
helps them maximise value throughout
ownership and exit.
Analysing the performance of a sample
of 100 Private Equity owned businesses
across all sectors, we identified an
average C2C cycle of just 9.0 days,
compared to an average of 24.2 days
across the entire sample.
This performance is also consistent across
all of the working capital metrics, with DSO
5 days lower, DIO 3 days lower and DPO
7 days higher for Private Equity backed
companies.
It is therefore no surprise that Private Equity
has become the ‘gold standard’ for working
capital management.

However, our study reveals that the
contrary is actually true. Of the companies
that achieved an improvement in C2C
performance over the four year period,
77% of them did so whilst also driving
revenue growth. Upper quartile working
capital performance supports growth,
it improves communication across the
supply chain generating trust, confidence
and predictability.
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Learning from
the best
Common factors underpinning
high performance
The research and our experience of working with organisations
across all sectors suggests there are consistent themes that drive
strong performance.
Make it important
Although it sounds obvious, making
sure there is sufficient board-level focus
on cash flow is a fundamental pillar of
effective working capital management.
This extends to the communications back
through the business; if cash is reflected
in the conversations that flow down
from the board through the organisation,
then everyone will understand that it
is a priority and align their behaviours
around delivering strong performance.
Use the data you have available
Making best use of your data, putting
it into the hands of commercial,
operational or finance teams to enable
timely and effective actions in relation
to working capital. Working capital
metrics are typically lagging and
used for reporting purposes by which
time the issue has already occurred.
Understanding historical trends can
provide excellent predictive capability
and allow your organisation to learn
from its mistakes.
Don’t assume everyone
understands cash
Cash flow should be an organisational
issue and driving sustainable
improvements will certainly require
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the buy-in of the wider business. So
make sure that everyone understands
how they can help impact and improve
cash flow performance. Training and
workshops to share information, discuss
current issues and agree actions to
resolve them are key ways of gaining
commitment to change.
Make it simple
One of the most common factors driving
failed corporate-led working capital
projects is the fact the outcome resulted
in layers of additional process and
administration for front-line and support
functions. The best programmes strip
back the complexity with a focus on fewer
but more effective interactions across the
end-to-end working capital timeline.
Set the expectations
Ensure that there is a consistent view
of ‘what good looks like’ and this is
understood. Views on measurements
and incentives aligned to working capital
metrics vary and there is no right answer.
However, for those leading companies
with a strong sense of cash culture
embedded across the organisation,
measurements aligned to cash flow
performance are seen as a natural part of
a balanced financial scorecard.

Grant Thornton’s take:
Our specialist Working Capital Advisory
Services practice, along with our wider
Business Consulting team, combines deep
technical capability with sector experience
and an understanding of how to drive value
across the organisational structure.
The areas of opportunity in working capital
improvement can be divided into three
areas:
Optimising commercial terms
Has your company got the right contracts
in place to be able to drive working capital
improvements? Whilst renegotiating terms
with customers and suppliers can be
challenging, the cash flow implications can
be highly material.
Optimising the organisational structure
With the right contracts in place, have
you organised the company to deliver
against them by putting in place the right
structures, processes and responsibilities?
Optimising controls and compliance
With the right contracts and the right
structures in place, can your business
perform consistently? Business controls are
needed to ensure processes run smoothly,
while measurement and reporting systems
are essential to spot problems. Training is
required to drive compliance.
Grant Thornton’s experience and focus can
help you achieve these objectives and you
can expect us to deliver:
• a typical cash release equivalent to
between 5-10% of annual turnover
• 50% of identified benefits often
delivered in the first 6-12 months
• an organisational cash culture across
sales, operations and finance
• up-skilling of the management team
to allow them to own and drive the
improvements
As a result the cash flow improvements we
deliver are:
Larger + Faster + Sustained + Owned

Methodology
Our analysis reviews the year-end
working capital of 4,000 companies with
revenue of at least £75 million as per their
latest statutory accounts, based on data
extracted from the Fame database over the
past 4 years. We employed a rigorous data
screening process to remove anomalies to
ensure the integrity of the analysis and
findings. Specifically:
• The overall review excludes financial
services companies.
• Performance trends are shown at an
industry and size level. Each company
has been allocated to an industry and
a company size using latest sales as an
indicator of size.
• The overall analysis is based on the
latest publically available annual
financial statements.
• The calculations have been pro-rated
where necessary to reflect shorter/
longer accounting periods.
Due to limitations in the data available, our
working capital metrics represent a point
in time measure (ie, year-end). Depending
on the timing of year-end factors such
as seasonality could impact the working
capital metrics of individual companies.
However, with a dataset covering 4,000
companies, included on a non-weighted
basis, there is deemed to be minimal
impact on the identified trends as a result.

Our analysis considered
Over

Size

4,000
COMPANIES

988

Medium

2771

Small

Historical

Across

10

TRENDS
OVER TIME

KEY
SECTORS

Companies by sector
55 135 399
Total - 589

Business Services
19 50 179
Total - 248

Construction

128 302 957
Total - 1,387

Consumer Products
& Services
64 250 686
Total - 1,000

Industrial Products
8 8 13
Total - 29

Mining

50 58 86
Total - 194

Oil & Gas

6 22 45
Total - 73

Pharmaceuticals
Public Sector,
Health, & Education

3 38 134
Total - 175

On 4 June, the Centre for Mid-Market Financing
hosted a live webinar on the subject of working capital
management. We were joined by Mark O’Sullivan, Head
of Working Capital Advisory for Grant Thornton and Lewis
Bantin, Partner at ECI Partners.

Medium

18 33 37
Total - 88

Utilities

Interested in hearing more on this topic?

Large

41 92 235
Total - 368

Technology, Media
and Telecoms

0

Please click here to view

392

Large

300

Small

600

900

1200

1500

Or contact us directly
If you have any questions or would like more information
on any of the topics covered in this edition of Capital
Thinking, please contact:
Mark O’Sullivan
Partner
T +44 (0)7795 491 094
E mark.osullivan@uk.gt.com

Matt Crane
Associate Director
T +44 (0)7785 420 338
E matt.d.crane@uk.gt.com
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Appendix: Data tables by sector

Construction

Industrial Products

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

DSO

63.3

61.7

60.5

56.8

DIO

40.6

41.7

42.0

35.3

DSO

53.8

53.5

51.2

51.5

DIO

39.4

38.4

39.1

37.3

DPO

75.0

76.0

75.8

71.8

DPO

50.5

50.1

48.9

48.3

C2C

28.9

27.4

26.7

20.3

C2C

42.7

41.8

41.4

40.5

Mining

Telecoms, Media & Technology

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

DSO

38.5

33.1

32.6

32.9

DSO

67.6

66.6

66.4

67.9

DIO

47.2

42.3

51.7

53.9

DIO

11.4

10.1

10.3

10.3

DPO

37.1

36.4

41.6

40.0

DPO

77.9

78.9

77.4

78.1

C2C

48.6

39.0

42.7

46.8

C2C

1.1

-2.2

-0.7

0.1
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Consumer Products & Services

Pharmaceuticals

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

DSO

37.3

36.7

36.7

35.6

DIO

34.0

34.6

34.7

34.2

DSO

59.7

57.8

58.3

55.3

DIO

35.5

35.8

37.7

36.2

DPO

48.5

47.3

46.3

46.3

DPO

48.2

46.7

45.8

44.1

C2C

22.8

24.0

25.1

23.5

C2C

47.0

46.9

50.2

47.4

Business Services

Public Sector, Health & Education

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

DSO

66.3

68.2

66.8

65.8

DSO

42.4

41.3

38.7

39.2

DIO

7.1

7.2

7.0

7.1

DIO

14.0

15.3

16.0

12.4

DPO

56.0

55.2

54.5

53.0

DPO

54.5

52.3

47.1

48.1

C2C

17.4

20.2

19.3

19.9

C2C

1.9

4.3

7.6

3.5

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

DSO

45.3

50.6

49.0

49.3

DSO

62.4

64.5

60.5

61.6

DIO

19.3

16.4

15.8

16.9

DIO

16.1

15.1

15.0

13.7

DPO

54.6

47.8

46.2

50.1

DPO

57.9

56.1

55.1

51.0

C2C

10.0

19.2

18.6

16.1

C2C

20.6

23.5

20.4

24.3

Oil & Gas

Utilities
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